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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a pair of recent papers Kushner has investigated the applicability of the 
maximum principle to the design of controllers for stochastic systems [ 11, [2]. 
He has shown that for systems with additive white noise a maximum principle 
of the form developed by Pontryagin is valid. Indeed, he has demonstrated 
that the differential equations for the adjoint variables are identical to those 
of Pontryagin. Kushner’s success with the problem posed in the indicated 
references might lead one to hope that perhaps the maximum principle 
formalism can be extended to a wide class of stochastic systems. 
It is the purpose of this paper to show that this extension may not be made 
without introduction of additional complication. While a technique similar 
to that presented in [l] may be employed to find the best control policy for an 
important class of systems with multiplicative disturbances, fundamental 
changes must be made in the equations for the adjoint variable. Instead of 
leading to a set of stochastic ordinary differential equations as in Kushner’s 
work, the formalism will lead to a set of stochastic partial differential equa- 
tions. Several interesting cases in which these equations can be solved 
explicitly will be mentioned. The method of approach to the problem is 
significantly different from that used by Kushner and makes use of a number 
of propositions proved by Bridgeland in the study of feedback control of 
deterministic systems [3], [4]. 
The motivation for the work which follows stems from the need to design 
a controller for a plant some of whose components are subject to failure. The 
natural model for the plants of this type must include multiplicative disturb- 
ances of the jump type. If random variations occur in the system, a feedback 
controller is necessary to insure adequate performance under all operating 
conditions. The question then arises as to how best to process the information 
available to the controller. 
For analytical convenience, attention will be restricted to linear plants 
although the controller and hence the total system will in general be nonlinear. 
Let it be explicitly noted that the class of problems under investigation is not 
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restricted to Markov decision problems. It will, however, be shown that the 
strongest results hold when the system has a Markov property. 
In the work which follows, the notation of this paper will conform when- 
ever possible to that used in [3] and [4]. For a fixed T > 0, I(t,,) will denote 
the interval [to, T] and I will d enote [0, T]. The Cartesian product I x Rn 
will be denoted by B. If (Q, GZ, P) is a probability space, ,LL,,  p1 , pa , ps will 
denote respectively Lebesque measures on I, Rn, B, and the completion of the 
product measure on B x Q. The abbreviation a.s. indicates a probability 
one condition with respect to P. If x(t, W) is a random process, the statement 
that x(t, w) satisfies a specific condition a.s. implies that with probability 
one each sample function satisfies the condition. For example, the statement 
that x(t, w) is continuous a.s. implies that almost all sample functions are 
continuous rather than implying only that for every t, x(t, W) is continuous 
with probability one. If y is an r-dimensional vector-valued function and z 
is s-dimensional, the matrix with elements [Sy,/ax,], i = l,..., r andj = 1 ,... , s, 
will be denoted by yz . 
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
To state the problem more precisely, let us suppose that on the probability 
space (~2, a, P), there exists an n x n random matrix A(t, W) and a 12 x m 
random matrix B(t, W) with elements atf(t, W) and bij(t, w). Since we seek a 
mathematical model for a plant subject to sudden parameter changes, it will 
be supposed that each element of [A(t, w), B(t, w)] is a separable Markov 
process with a finite number of states. That is to say, the matrix [A(t, w), 
B(t, w)] can take on only a finite number of different forms, say s, and it is 
assumed that there exists an s x s matrix Q(t) with elements qij(t) such that 
Prowl + A, QJ), B(t + 4 w)l = [A, ,&I I L+, w), W, w>l = [Ai , &I) 
_ 4im d + 44 
-I 
i#;i 
1 + 4iiw + 44 i =j; i,j= 1 )..., s (1) 
and a vector P such that 
Prob([A(O, w), B(0, co)] = [Ai, Ba]} = Pi; i = l,..., s. 
From Eq. (1) it is apparent that the sample functions of the [A(t, w), B(t, w)] 
are piecewise constant a.s. [5]. 
Consider next the description of the plant to be controlled. The plant 
model is given by the linear vector differential equation 
$X@, w) = A@, w> x(t, w) + B(t, w) fJ(t, w); OStST, 
4to 3 w) = &J (2) 
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Since [A(t, w), B(t, w)] is p iecewise constant as., it follows that for every 
function o(t, W) which is with probability 1 bounded and measurable with 
respect to t, Eq. (2) h as a unique absolutely continuous solution for every 
(to , x0) e B a.s. 
It will further be assumed that there exists a K-dimensional random process 
r(t, U) defined on (Q, 02, P) which is bounded and measurable on B X f2. 
In an application problem r(t, w) would represent the output of the sensors 
monitoring the variations in plant characteristics. It is implicit in its definition 
that r(t, U) is independent of the control policy used, and thus attention is 
being restricted to systems with passive storage of information. Let us note 
explicitly that r(t, W) need not be a Markov process, nor need it be continuous. 
To talk about a feedback control problem, we must define what we mean 
by a controller. The set of admissible controls, r, is the set of all functions 
5 on B x Rk to R” with the following properties: 
With probability 1 the equation 
$ x(t, w) = A(t, w> x(6 u) + B(t, a> fl(t(t, x(6 w), r(t, w)); O<t<T, 
x(to 2 w) = x0 (3) 
has a unique solution, x(t; to, x0, w, a), which is continuous in the pair 
(to , x0) uniformly in w, continuable to all of I, and for fixed (t, to) satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition with respect to x0 in every bounded region of R”, i.e., 
if D C Rn and is bounded, and if x1 , x2 E D, then 
II a; to 9 Xl 1 w, U> - x(t; to , x2 , w, 4 II d MD) II x2 - xl II as. 
Further zi is measurable on B x J2 and ii(t, x(t, w), r(t, w)) is measurable on 
I x Q for every function x(t, w) which is continuous in t a.s. 
These conditions say in essence that any function from the set of observable 
processes (t, x(t, w), r(t, w)) to the set of control actions Ii” is admissible if 
the solution to Eq. (3) is smooth enough. 
The only thing lacking for the formulation of an optimal control problem is 
a performance measure. We will presume that the performance of the system 
is described by a functional of the following form 
I(@ to , x0 , a) = 
s T L(T, 47; to 7 xo , w, 4, a(~, 47; to 9 xo , a, g), ~(7, w>>) d7, to 
(4) 
where L is a function on B x 1p” to R1 with the following properties: The 
function L(t, x, v) is > 0 and continuous on B x Rm. The gradient vectors 
L, and L, exist and are continuous on B x R*. Observe that since 3 E r 
and L is continuous, the integral in Eq. (4) exists a.s. and defines a non- 
negative random variable. 
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The functional I is random and in itself does not constitute a .performance 
measure. In order to induce a total ordering on r, a scalar-valued function 
on I’ is required. For our purposes, the expectation of 1(~; t, , x,, , W) con- 
ditioned on the information available to the controller at time t, will suffice. 
For notational convenience denote the triple (t, ~(t; t, , x,, , W, u), r(t, w)) 
by z(t; to, q, , w, ti). If at time to, the controller observes z(t,), the criterion 
of performance is 
With these preliminaries we can now delineate the properties of the optimal 
control. Suppose there exists a ZZ* E r such that for all (to , x0) E B 
J(p*; 4) > x0 , W) = n&n J(zl; to , x0 , w) as. (6) 
This controller will be termined the optimal controller for the stochastic 
plant. In addition to its existence, it will be assumed that a* has the following 
smoothness properties: The function a* satisfies a Lipschitz condition with 
respect to x in every bounded region D contained in Rn. Further, with pro- 
bability one the gradient vector @(t, X, r(t, w)) exists everywhere on B except 
perhaps on some Bore1 set M C B with pa measure 0. For any a.s. continuous 
and bounded function x(t, w); %$(t, x(t, w), r(t, w)) is an a.s. bounded and 
measurable function of t whenever (t, x(t, w)) # M. 
In this section the explicit statement of the control problem has been given. 
A controller, J*, is to be designed which at time t will have a feedback signal 
z(t) as an input and some control action #*(z(t)) as its output. This control 
is best in the sense that it causes a minimum in the conditional expected cost 
of the control process. In the next section, a number of fundamental properties 
of the control system will be stated in order to develop definite conditions 
on the optimal controller. 
3. SOME FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES 
Define the following functions by the indicated relations 
q4 x, w) = qt, x, E*@, x, q, w)>>, 
F(t, x, w) = A@, u)x + B(t, w)n*(t, x, r(t, co)), 
x*p; to, x0 ) w) = x(t; to, x0 ) w, n*); 
o*p; to , x0 > w) = a*(@; to , x0 , w, 27")); 
z*p; to , x0 , w> = (4 x*p; to , x0 9 w>, r(t, w)). 
Then Lemma 1 follows. 
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LEMMA 1. Let (t,, , x0) E B befixed and denote x*(t; t, , x,, , w) by x*(t; w). 
Let D C Rn be bounded. If x,, , x1 E D, then 
(a) I g(t, x0, w) - p(t, xl , w) I < h(D) II x0 - x1 II a.s. 
(b) II g(t, x0 , w> - =W, xl , w) II < h(D) II x0 - xl II a.s. 
(4 For =TY t EI(to), II x*(t; w> II < II x0 I/ exp WI I t - to I a.s. 
(4 t~;~oj II F(t, x*(t; w), w) il < h(D) a.s. 
(e) t;;;o, I W, x*0; w), w> I < k,(D) a.s. 
PROOF. The proofs of (a) and (b) are direct. Part (c) follows from (b) using 
the Bellman-Gronwall inequality, and (d) and (e) follow from (c) directly. 
Following [3], we will call a function w(t, x, CO) on B x Q to R1 a gauge 
function if with probability one w(t, x, W) is a function which is continuous, 
locally lipschitzian, and acu in (t, x) uniformly in w. A vector each component 
of which is a gauge function will be called a gauge vector. The fundamental 
importance of this gauge property is given by Lemma 4 of [3]. If w(t, x, w) 
is a gauge function, then w(t, x(t, ), w w is an absolutely continuous function ) 
of t for every absolutely continuous x(t, CO) and further for almost all t ~1 
= lj% h-l /w(t + h, x(t, W) + h $ x(t, w), w) - w(t, x(t, w), w)/ a.s. 
Define V(t, x, W) by the relation 
qt, x, w) = I(a*; t, x, w). 
The random variable V is thus the cost functional associated with the optimal 
control rule. Then the following is true. 
LEMMA 2. Let D be a closed bounded sphere in R”. For jixed r > 0 the 
following are gauge vectors on S = ((t, x, w) I 0 < t < T, x E D, w E Q}. 
(4 x*6-; 4 x, 4 
(b) Fb, x*(7; t, x, w), w) 
(4 qr, x*(7; 4 x, w), w) 
(4 V, x, 4. 
PROOF. The proof follows from the proofs of Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 of [4] 
combined with the inequalities of Lemma 1 of this paper. 
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In order to describe the adjoint variables to be introduced later, the follow- 
ing lemma is required. 
LEMMA 3. For all t, EI and U.U. x,, E R”, fQ(t, x*(t; to, x,, , w), r(t, w)) 
is bounded and measurable on I(t,) with probability one. 
PROOF. By hypothesis c$(t, X, r(t, w)) exists everywhere on B a.s. except 
the Bore1 set MC B. Denote by H(x~, w) the set 
From Lemma 2 of [3] it follows that for almost all x0 , ~o[H(~o , w)] = 0. 
From Lemma 2a we observe that x*(t; to , x0 , w) is a gauge function and 
hence with probability one 
lim 
t’,x’+t,xo 
(t’, x*(t’; to, x’, w)) = (t, x*(t; to, x0, w)). 
From [5], Theorem 2.5 the process (t, x*(t; to, x0, w)) is measurable on 
B x JJ. Since M is a Bore1 set, the set of (t, x0, W) such that 
(t, x*(t; to, x0, w)) E M is measurable. Define f on B x Q to RI to be the 
indicator of M, i.e., 
f (4 x0, w) = 1 if (t, x*(t; to , x0 , w)) E M 
0 otherwise. 
Then f is measurable and by Fubini’s theorem we have 
Consequently, for almost all x0, (t, x*(t; to, x0, w)) $ M for almost all 
t cI(tO) a.s. Obviously x*(t; to , x0 , W) is a.s. bounded and continuous and 
the proof is complete. 
The previous lemma is essential to the rest of the development for we will 
next construct a new random process whose defining equation is written in 
terms of the P$ process. Let us fix (to , ~a) E B and define a random process 
PPO P x0 9 w) on B x S2 to Rn as follows. Let Q be the set in Rn for which it 
cannot be said that if x0 E Q, then G,,(T, x*(7; to , x0 , w), r(~, w)) is bounded 
and measurable on I(t,) a.s. From Lemma 3 &Q] = 0. Then: 
(a) If x0 EQ: 
p(to , x0 , w) = 0 a.s. 
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(b) If xo $Q: 
= - [A(T, W) + B(T, W) 2-i; (X*(7; to , X0 ,w))]=p(T, X*(7; to , xo 9 w), w, 
as.; to < T < T, 
M,x,w) =O as. for all XER”. (7) 
The above relations define a function p(t ’ o, o, CO)m terms of the solution x 
to a linear differential equation with bounded and measurable coefficients 
and a bounded and measurable forcing term. Hence p(to , x0 , CO) exists a.s. 
and is unique. 
Before proceeding to state and prove the main theorem a few more relations 
will be required. In what follows let (to , x0) E B and E E F be fixed. Denote 
x(t; to, x0, W, U) by x(t; U). Define q(T, t, W) by 
q(T, t, W) = g X*(7; t, x(t; ii), UJ) a.S. 
Since x* is a gauge function, this derivative will exist for every 7 sI(t) and 
almost all t E I(to). 
The following results follow almost immediately. 
LEMMA 4. For fixed (to, x0) E B, and a E r: 
(a) ; q(T, t, W) = ; F(T, X*(7; t, X(t; P), W), W) a.S. 
(b) dt, t, w) = B(t, w) [n(t, x(t; ii), r) - ti*(t, x(t; u), Y)] a.s. 
(4 -g qt, x*(t; to, x0, w), w) = - -qt, X*(t; to ) X0) w), w) a.s. 
(d) $ V(t, x*(t; u), co) = - dP(t, x(t; ii), w) 
+ 1;; g(T, X*(7; t, X(t; a), W), W) do ‘AS. 
PROOF. Parts (a) and (b) follow from Lemma 2 and direct differentiation 
using Lemma 1 of [4]. Parts (c) and (d) follow in a similar way (see Lemmas 5 
and 6 of [4]). 
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As a consequence of Lemma 4 we obtain the following important result. 
LEMMA 5. For all t, E I and almost all x0 E Rn, t E I(t,), and 7 E I(t) 
PROOF. Consider the functional 
If at point (7, x*(7; t, x(t; P), w), w), &* and ZT.$ exist, then by direct dif- 
ferentiation using Lemma 2 
; k(T, x*(7; t, x(t; a), w), ii, co) 
= [&* + L,i”,] q(T, t, w) - ; Z(T, x*(7; t, x(t; iz), w), co) 
x B(T, co) [iqT, x*(7; t, x(t; ii), w), Y) 
- u*(7, x*(7; 2, x(t; a), w), Y)] 
+ p(7, x*(7; t, +; q, w), W)= B(T, w) 
x [q.(T, x*(7; t, x(t; u), w), Y) 
- U,*(T, x*(7; t, x(t; ii), w), r)] q(T, t, co) a.s. 
for almost all t E I(t,,). From its defining equation it is evident that 
Iz(T, x, ii*, co) = 0 a.s. 
and consequently from Eq. (7) and Lemma 4a, for almost all x0 E Rn and 
almost all 7 EI(t) 
0 = - ; LqT, x*(7; t, x(t, ii), w), co) 
- $ [p(~, x*(7; t, x(t; ii), w), W)Tq(T, t, w)] a.s. 
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4. A MINIMUM PRINCIPLE FOR STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS 
By employing the preceding lemmas, we are now in a position to prove the 
main results of this paper. Let us first define a stochastic Hamiltonian func- 
tion. Let H(t, x, W, zi) be a function on I x Rn x Q x r to R1 defined by 
the equation 
H(t, x, w, 4 = p(t, x, wjT [A@, w) x + B(t, w) c(t, x, r)l + W, x, c(t, x, r)) 
a.s. (8) 
Then we have the following stochastic analogue of the Pontryagin maximum 
principle. 
THEOREM 1. If C E r and if E{p(t, x, w)~ [A(t, w), B(t, w)] 1 t, x, r} is 
measurable on B x Q, then the set of (t, x, W) E B x Q such that 
E{H(t, x, w, ii) 1 t, x, T} < E(H(t, x, w, ii*) 1 t, x, r} a.s. 
has ps measure 0. 
PROOF. Define the function r(t; to , x0 , zi, w) to be 
rr(t; to, x0, 1, w) = V(t, x(t; q, w) + (L(T, x(7; a>, zz(T, x(7; a), t(7, W)))dT 
a.s., 
where x(t; ZZ) = x(t; to , x0 , W, zi). From its defining equation: 
(4 +to; to, x0, zi, W) = V(t, , x0 , W) a.s. for all ZiEI- 
0)) 77(T; to , x0 , zi, W) = I(& to , x0 , W) a.s. for all zi E r (9) 
d 
(c) -7r(t; t 
dt 
0 ) x0 ) c, w) = ; V(t, x(t; u), w) +qt, x(t; u), up, x(t; ci),r)) 
a.s. for almost all t E I(t,). 
The last relation follows from Lemma 2d and Lemma 1 of [4]. From Lemma 
4c, it follows that for every (to , x0) E B 
d 
x 7r(t; to , x0 , 27*, w) = 0 a.s. 
for almost all t EI(~,). Hence, Eq. (9) implies that 
?r(T; to, x0, zi*, W) = V(t, , x0 , W) a.s. 
and 
(10) 
+(T; to , x0 , c*, w) I to , x0 , r(to , w)> = .I@*; to , x0 , w) a.s. 
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Now let us fix (to , x,,) E B and zi E r. Suppose that at time tI E I(&,) it is 
true that 
E{H(t, , x(tl; a), w, 22) - H(t, , x(t,; zl), w, ii*) 1 t, , x(t,; a), r(tl , w)} < 0 a.s. 
(11) 
Suppose further that at t = t, 
d 
dt r(t; to , x0 , ii, w) = f V(t, x(t; @), W) + L(t, x(t; P), ii(t, x(t; ii), Y)) a.s. 
(12) 
From Lemma 4d we know that the right-hand side of the above equation 
can be written as 
= - 9(t, x(t; ti), w) + jr; Z(T, x*(7; t, x(t; a), w), w) d7 
+ L(t, x(t; J), ii(t, x(t; ii), Y)) a.s. (13) 
for almost all t PI. From Lemma 5 and Eqs. (9) and (13) it follows 
that for almost all t EI(~,,) and almost all x,, E Rn 
-$- 5-(t; to , x0, ii, f.0) = H(t, x(t; ii), W, J) - H(t, x(t; a), W, P*) a.s. (14) 
Suppose that (tl , x(t,; ~2)) E B is such that Eq. (14) is satisfied. From Eq. (11) 
the conditional expectation of the right side of Eq. (14) is negative, and since z 
is differentiable, there must exist a d > 0 such that 
E{n(tl + d; to, x0, fi, w) - n(tl; to, x0, C, w) 1 t, , x(tl; C), y(t, , w)} < 0 a.s. 
With d thus fixed, define a new controller Es, by the equation 
ii if 
ii1 = 
I 
O<t<t,+d 
3 if t,+Ll<t<T. (15) 
This controller is clearly in r. Let us then calculate the performance of gI . 
From Lemma 4d 
d 
dt +; to, x0, @I, w) = -$ qt, x(t; iq), w) 
+ L(t, x(t; 4, il,(t, x(t; ii,), y(t, ~1)) a-s. 
for almost all t eI(tO). From Eq. (15) and Lemma 4c 
~(T;to,xo,iil,~)=57(tl+d;to,xo,til,w)a.s. (16) 
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From its defining equation 
~(~;~o,xo,iE,, w) - “(hi 63, x0, iii , w) 
= I )T, x(7; q), iq(T, x(7; I&), Y)) dT 
- I ’ s(T, x*(7; tl , X(tl; $), CO), W) dT as. (17) t1 
As a consequence of Eqs. (11) and (17) and the fact that at t = tr 
x0 1% , flu 1 as., 
we obtain 
E = L(T, X(7; zs,), Is,(T, X(7; Is,), I)) dT 
$1 
This is a contradiction to the optimality of zi*. Hence it follows that if 
(6 x, w) = @I 9 &; q, w> 
f +; to 9 x0 , @, w) # ff(4 x, w, a) - H(t, x, w, a*). (18) 
Let MC B x Q be the set of (t, x, W) such that 
E{H(t, x, w, ti) - H(t, x, co, a*) 1 t, x, r(t, w)} < 0 a.s. 
The set M is measurable since it is determined by the difference of two 
measurable functions. From Eqs. (14) and (18) it is evident that with prob- 
ability one, for almost every x0 , (t, x(t; to , x0 , w, ZZ), W) $ M for almost 
all t l I(t,). From Lemma 2 of [3], &M) = 0, and the proof is complete. 
Theorem 1 provides a necessary condition on the optimal control policy 
even if the plant outputs are not Markov process. If, however, the random 
process r(t, W) has a Markov property, the result may be strengthened 
considerably. Suppose we have a control zi* satisfying all of the conditions 
described earlier except that it is not known that Eq. (6) is satisfied. Then the 
question arises as to the optimality of ti *. A partial answer to the question 
is given in the next theorem. 
409/24/3-12 
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THEOREM 2. Let P E I’ satisfy all of the conditions listed in Section 2 with 
the exception of Eq. (6). If r(t, w is a Markov process, if [A(o, w), B(o, CO)], ) 
o > t is conditionally independent of Z(T), 7 < t, given z(t), ;f 
Jw+, x> uy- [Jqt, fJJ), w, w)l I44 
is measurable on B x G for every r < t, and ;f for every J E l” tke set of 
(t, x, w) E B x Sz such that E(H(t, x, w, 22) - H(t, x, w, 5”) ) t, x, r(t, co)> < 0 
a-s. has p3 measure zero, then for all t, e I and almost aE2 x0 E R” 
.@*; to, x0 3 W) = rgip J(@; to, x0 , w) as. 
PROOF. From Eq. (IO), we see that 
n(T, to , x0 , 8*, w) = V(to , x0 , w) a.s. 
Let ti f r, (1, , x0) E B be specified. Then 
T( T; GJ ,.%J , u; w) = +J; to, x0 , u, w) + s 
Td 
d7 ~(7; to , x0 , ii, w) d7 a.s. 
to 
From Eq. (14) for almost all x0 E R” 
s 
Td 
to 
d7 ~(7; to, x0, az, w) d7 = j)+; x(7; s), w, n) - H(T, x(7; a>, w, a*>] dr 
a.s. 
But 
H(T, x(7; a-i), 63, 6) - W(T, x(7; a), w, u*) = $I@, cc@; ii), aJ)T B(T, w) 
x [f$, X(T; Zi), I) - a*@, X(T; a), T]. 
By hypothesis if T gI(tO), 
E(ff(T, X(7; ii), W, a) - H(T, X(7; li), W, fi”} / T, %(T; a), y(T, W), %, , to, +o, W)} 
= E(H(T, X(7; a), W, @) - ff(T, X(T; 6), W, c*) 1 7, X(7; a$ Y(T, W)> a..% 
Hence, by Fubini’s theorem for almost all x0 E I?” 
EMT; to I x0 , u; w) - Jq4J , x0, w> I to 1 x0 9 ffto I WN 
z=z 
s 
Lo E(H(T, x(7; a), W( ii) - H(T, x(T; g), W, ii”) 1 to , x0 , r(to , w) a& 
= IO E(E(H(T, “(7; a), w, a) - ff(T, X(7; aI), W, g*) / 7, X(7; a), Y(T, W)} 
x I to , x0 , g(toI x0)1 dT a-s. 
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With probability one, the inner conditional expectation is greater than or 
equal to zero for almost all 7 ~l(t,,). Hence for almost all x0 E Rn 
QQ; to, x0 , % w) I to, x0 , y(t, , w)} 3 J(c*; to , x0 , w) a.s. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
To illustrate the application of the preceding results, consider the problem 
in which the criterion functional is quadratic and the control action o(t) a 
scalar; i.e., 
L(t, x, v) = x=Rx + v.~ 
Direct substitution yields the result that the control which minimizes H 
must be 
zZ(t, x, r(t, w)) = - t E(p(t, x, w)=B(t, w) 1 t, x, ~(t, w)} a.s. (19) 
Let us suppose that the instantaneous values of the parameters are available 
to the controller. For example, if a component of a system is subject to failure, 
it is assumed that the controller can sense when the failute occurs. Under 
this hypothesis r(t, w) is a vector with components equal to the elements of 
the [4, w), W, ~11 matrix. Another way of indicating this is to say 
r(t, w) = i if [A(t, w), B(t, w)] = [Ai, BJ. 
In order to determine whether the controller described by Eq. (19) is 
optimal, an explicit expression for p(t, X, w) must be obtained. Suppose 
p(t, x, w) has the form 
P(4 x, w) = 2fqt, w) % 
where K(t, W) is conditionally independent of x given r(t, w). It is shown 
in [6] that K(t, w) is the solution to an ordinary differential equation and 
further that if we define E(K(t, w) 1 r(t, w) = ;} = K,(t), then 
K,(T) = 0; j = l,..., s. (20) 
Therefore, the equation for zz is 
qt, x, r(t, w)) = BJq(t) x if up, w) =j. (21) 
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Observe that r(t, w) is a Markov process and clearly [A(a, w), B(o, w)], 
0 > t is conditionally independent of r(~, w) given r(t, w) for 7 < t. The 
measurability condition is satisfied also. Thus from Theorem 2 it follows 
that an optimal control exists and is given by Eq. (21). This strengthens 
considerably the results of [6]. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this paper bear a close relation to those which would have 
been obtained by application of the formalism of dynamic programming [7]. 
From Eq. (9) it is evident that dn-/dt plays a role similar to the derivative 
of Bellman’s minimum cost functional. In fact from Eq. (8) it follows that 
for those systems in which the necessary partials of Bellman’s cost functional 
exist, the random process p(t, X, W) can be identified with the random grad- 
ient of the cost functional. 
Observe also that in the stochastic problem, the conditions of Theorem 2 
lead in general to a stochastic partial differential equation for the optimal 
control. It is difficult at present to make any precise statements about the 
solutions to such equations, although if the performance measure is quadratic, 
a number of interesting cases have been solved explicitly [6], [8]. 
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